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Recorded by Sminakis Lab, Harvard Medical School.

The rapid advances in optical imaging, ML & the 
availability of computational resources provide a 
unique opportunity to decipher this fundamental 
question

• Improve the understanding of neural circuit 
function

• Integrate the findings in deep learning 
architectures & in neuromorphic circuits

aiming to develop a new generation of computing 
technologies based on the organizing principles of 
the biological nervous system, optimized for higher 
levels of cognition

How does the brain perform the complicated computations that allow us to learn 

about & interact with the environment ?



• NeuronsXnets will perform knowledge transfer through hands-on training and research 
activities during 196 secondments, courses, 4 international workshops, and seminars, to 
train a new generation of highly-skilled systems neuroscientists & computer scientists. 

• All partners, especially the SMEs, will benefit from the cross-fertilization, by integrating the 
findings and systems they have developed in their existing solutions or in new systems, 
capitalizing on the research results that will be achieved, and creating a long-term link 
between business, research, higher education & hospitals. 

• Through open access to the developed tools & collected data, neuronsXnets can make 
significant impact on the scientific community. 

• Committed to educate and mentor young students and raise the public knowledge about the 
fascinating field of neuroscience.

• Strive for research excellence, to develop innovative systems, and pursue entrepreneurial 
objectives, leading to a new era of collaborative research in neuroscience & bio-inspired 
technologies.



My (personal) Decalogue 
1. Emphasize the training & knowledge transfer activities with secondments of sufficient time

2. Emphasize the inter-/multi- disciplinary aspects, their innovation and impact

3. Read carefully the guidelines, even use similar wording, to address the specific requested information

4. Review successful MC RISE proposals and ask for advice

5. Have at least two other partners committed in the proposed research, with whom you create a strong 
“core”; Start early the interactions with the colleagues/potential partners of the consortium

6. Include in the consortium well-established company, startup(s), and world-wide leading expert(s) 

7. Indicate recent EU projects (e.g., ERC, FET) that address similar problems to further emphasize the 
importance of the proposed research

8. Demonstrate impact – potentially “connect” it to local activities, resources, infrastructures, centers

9. Make sure that you have sufficient representation from EU countries

10. Prepare a well-written proposal, in terms of content, structure, editorially



Emphasis on the training & knowledge transfer activities

• The abstract should summarize the training & knowledge transfer activities
• Make sure that the secondments are of sufficient duration, well-aligned with the 

planned research activities
• Develop summer/winter schools, international workshops (organized in conjunction 

with larger conferences/events)
• Include seminars on academic entrepreneurship, exploitation of research outcomes, 

intellectual property management
• Plan mentoring activities
• Organize public outreach activities

All partners should contribute & participate in such activities 



Figures & Tables that Summarize the Knowledge Transfer &  Innovation

New knowledge generation & acquisition across partners; across WPs



Ask for advice from colleagues & access to successful MC RISE proposals!

High-level advisory services like proofreading (feedback on full draft of the proposal)



Gender Dimension

 Plans for experiments or user studies? 

 Review literature & consider evidence, e.g., from behavioral, 
neurophysiological and neuroimaging studies, as well as statistical 
methodological issues to address potential sex differences

Involvement of women 

 Promote  & support the involvement of women in research



Thank you for your attention!


